Urban Electric Grids of the Future
by developing innovative platforms that integrate IT, physical
infrastructure, and standardized business processes in an open source
environment, utilities have an opportunity to respond to the changing
demands...

Electric utilities are at a crossroads – the past few years have witnessed a significant increase in renewable and remote
energy generation, an aging AC transmission infrastructure, a changing generation landscape, and a rise in global
demand for electricity. These trends are especially true in urban areas and the utility industry is grappling with a host of
questions.
How should they collaborate to optimize asset utilization, reduce stress, and improve the reliability of the grid? How should
the grid be envisioned to support EV growth in the next 5 years? How should the industry prepare for changing customer
behavior, prevent generation/ demand mismatch, and avoid negative pricing situations?
By developing innovative platforms that integrate IT, physical infrastructure, and standardized business processes in an
open source environment, utilities have an opportunity to respond to the changing demands of stakeholders like a sentient
being – always learning, responding, and adapting to change.

Some key features of the Urban Electric Grid that make for a Live Enterprise
• Increased ‘Grid Observability’ – access to real-time insights into the grid to forecast generation demand,
including DER, and arriving at optimal electricity prices based on the forecast.

• Simplified Heterogeneity of the asset data (millions of edge devices) – to offer a bird’s eye view with

drill-down capabilities to a specific edge device.

• ‘Symbiotic’ co-existence – with existing systems, moving from siloed to connected systems. This will create a
paradigm shift in the Utility customer experience.

• ‘Sentient by Design’ – using AI to recognize and learn consumer patterns.
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The proof is in the pudding and here are a few use cases that can empower the utility
industry to be ‘Live’
• Grid Modelling (GMOD) – Demand forecasting, microgrid solution, nano-grid solution, overhead/underground
solution, scenario optimization, managing thermal constraints on the network through load shifting (EV, Storage), and
asset maturity risk assessment.
• Grid Resilience (GRES) – Storm impact prediction, assets for risk prediction, damage assessment, storm

readiness assessment, emergency preparedness assessment, cybersecurity assessment, vegetation management,
wildfire monitoring, and customer awareness & communication.

• Grid Management (GMGT) – Distribution energy forecasting, Volt VAR control, optimal power flow, switching order

management, optimal network reconfiguration, and distribution energy optimization.

• Grid Optimization (GOPT) – Asset health analytics, reliability analytics, VVO analytics, grid monitoring analytics,

storage optimization, vegetation management analytics, switching routine analytics, transformer & feeder sizing, demand
response analytics, and customer analytics.

Infosys is fortunate to have the opportunity to partner with several highly recognized enterprises in the utility industry. Our
investments and expertise are helping our clients become Live Enterprises in this evolving ‘new normal’. Powered by a
platform ecosystem – to sense, respond, learn, and evolve – we reengineer the future of energy and drive strategy so that
utilities can navigate the world’s disruption surrounding de-carbonization, digitalization, and decentralization.
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